
Firefighters Improve Work 
Performance and Overall 
Health with InMotion+™ 
Custom Flexible Orthotics

THE CHALLENGE 
Firefighters are ranked to have one of the most physically demanding 
jobs and experience on-the-job stressors that impact overall health, 
work productivity and community safety. Many firefighters are known 
to have a 24-hour shift, working tirelessly to serve their communities. 
These challenges often lead to excessive stress on the hips and spine, 
impacting workplace performance and potentially impacting services 
which are critical to public health and safety. Dedicated to rigorous 
and often challenging physical feats, firefighters experience many 
issues that impact spine and foot health, including plantar fasciitis, 
shin splits, Achilles problems, knee pain and low back pain. Over-the-
counter insoles and inserts from the supermarket or drugstore fall 
woefully short in resolving problematic, painful spine and foot health 
issues that challenge firefighters to perform strenuous, physically 
exhausting activities.  

THE BACKGROUND
The foot is a contributing factor for back pain and there is growing 
evidence among healthcare providers who treat spine problems that 
back pain does not operate alone. Feet are the body’s foundation, 
bearing all of its weight and keeping it stable. A key step in successfully 
addressing back pain is to evaluate and treat dysfunction of the feet 
which may be the root of many spine problems and associated pain. 
According to the Georgetown University Health Policy Institute, 
many of the indirect costs of chronic back pain are related to missed 
days of work and disability payments, with some 83 million days of 
work lost per year due to back pain. Healthcare expenditures are high 
for adults with back pain, and on average, almost 2.5 times those for 
adults without back pain — $1,440 and $589, respectively.



THE OPPORTUNITY
Foot Levelers lightweight, flexible orthotics fit comfortably in work 
boots or shoes while supporting all three arches of the foot for total 
body alignment and stability, providing high-performance elements 
like shock absorption, propulsion and biomechanical alignment 
that firefighters and other high-performance professionals need to 
optimize daily performance. 

InMotion+™, Foot Levelers’ most innovative custom orthotic, helps 
to optimize on-the-job performance for firefighters and other 
demanding professions through a number of proprietary features 
including maximum shock absorption and propulsion, Far Infrared 
(FIR)+ Top Cover which redirects natural energy back into the body 
helping to enhance muscle elasticity and performance, stimulate 
circulation, boost energy and relieve muscle fatigue, temperature 
control keeping feet cool and comfortable while fighting odors and 
enhanced durability.

Proven to help these professionals withstand the daily, excessive 
stressors on the hips and spine, custom flexible orthotics support 
tireless efforts to perform services that are critical to public health 
and community safety.

FOOT LEVELERS IN ACTION 
Virginia-based firefighters share their experiences with wearing Foot 
Levelers flexible custom orthotics on the job. One citing his gratitude 
for his custom orthotics during a six hour rescue, “The first week that 
I got Foot Levelers flexible custom orthotics, we had a hiker rescue 
and he was way deep in the woods. It was a two-hour hike over very 
tough terrain and a four-hour hike out carrying him over extremely 
difficult terrain. So, slippery rocks water, steep grades – just about 
anything you can imagine out of putting a lot of wear tear on your 
shoes and your legs. The most amazing thing to me was after even 
though I was physically completely exhausted after that call because 
it was about eight hours long by the time we ended up getting out 
of the woods into the hospital, my feet felt phenomenal. I had zero 
foot pain after that incredible hike in and out. It was it was amazing. 
In fact, that’s what prompted me to write in about it: how incredible 
that experience was with these orthotics. I had no expectations of 
them performing that well. But they definitely got put through the 
paces and helped tremendously.”



An Improvement from InMotion®, InMotion+ aids in improved 
workplace performance and productivity, “InMotion+™ feels much 
cooler on my feet than the original InMotion® inserts. I enjoy them 
and I’ve been wearing them all summer and they’ve worked out very 
well. The moment I put the InMotion+™ inserts in, my feet felt more 
comfortable. When I’m outside in the heat my feet are much cooler, 
they’re much more comfortable and I seem to be able to move 
around at a much more agile pace for longer periods. InMotion+™ is 
the best orthotic I’ve ever tried.”

Another firefighter cites InMotion+™ as a game changer, “Hands 
down, these are the best orthotics I’ve ever worn or experienced. 
Truthfully. I don’t normally tell people to go out and buy anything. I 
might recommend something for them to try, but I’m telling you if 
you’re if you’re on your feet a lot during high-strenuous activity, with 
a lot of demand on your shoes and your feet, you’d be crazy not to 
own a pair. InMotion+™ was a game changer for my health, for my 
activity level and for my job to be able to perform during a day and 
not have to worry about aching feet.

Foot Levelers’ custom orthotics help firefighters to focus on serving 
their communities, I think the InMotion+™ inserts are comfortable. 
Many times, as a firefighter you find yourself on a roof, not only in a 
fire, but if a branch falls on a tree and it’s the roof is damaged and 
with the wet conditions and the slope of the roof. I’m much more 
comfortable and confident with my footing in my boots with a good 
insole because my feet are comfortable, and I feel like I have good 
traction and I’m ready to perform my job and take care of the public.”

To learn more visit www.footlevelers.com to request a list of healthcare 
providers that offer Foot Levelers products and outstanding care.
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